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ABSTRACT
Context. Observations indicate that stars generally lose their protoplanetary discs on a timescale of about 5 Myr. Which mechanisms
are responsible for the disc dissipation is still debated.
Aims. Here we investigate the movement through an ambient medium as a possible cause of disc dispersal. The ram pressure exerted
by the flow can truncate the disc and the accretion of material with no azimuthal angular momentum leads to further disc contraction.
Methods. We derive a theoretical model from accretion disc theory that describes the evolution of the disc radius, mass, and surface
density profile as a function of the density and velocity of the ambient medium. We test our model by performing hydrodynamical
simulations of a protoplanetary disc embedded in a flow with different velocities and densities.
Results. We find that our model gives an adequate description of the evolution of the disc radius and accretion rate onto the disc. The
total disc mass in the simulations follows the theoretically expected trend, except at the lowest density where our simulated discs lose
mass owing to continuous stripping. This stripping may be a numerical rather than a physical effect. Some quantitative differences
exist between the model predictions and the simulations. These are at least partly caused by numerical viscous effects in the disc and
depend on the resolution of the simulation.
Conclusions. Our model can be used as a conservative estimate for the process of face-on accretion onto protoplanetary discs, as
long as viscous processes in the disc can be neglected. The model predicts that in dense gaseous environments, discs can shrink
substantially in size and can, in theory, sweep up an amount of gas of the order of their initial mass. This process could be relevant for
planet formation in dense environments.
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1. Introduction
Star formation generally occurs in clustered environments
(Lada & Lada 2003), meaning that the birth environment of
stars is dense both in terms of stellar and gas densities. These
conditions can influence the subsequent evolution of newborn
stars and their protoplanetary discs via, for example photo-
evaporation (e.g. Balog et al. 2007; Guarcello et al. 2007, 2009;
Fang et al. 2012; Facchini et al. 2016), close stellar encounters
(e.g. Breslau et al. 2014; Rosotti et al. 2014; Vincke et al. 2015;
Portegies Zwart 2016), and nearby supernovae (e.g. Chevalier
2000; Ouellette et al. 2007; Lichtenberg et al. 2016).
The relative lifetimes of the different evolutionary stages of
protoplanetary discs have not yet been determined with certainty
(see e.g. Cloutier et al. 2014, and references therein, who find
e-folding times for the frequency of warm dust and gas discs
of 6 and 4 Myr, respectively). It is still not fully understood
which mechanism(s) dominate(s) the removal of gas from the
disc during its evolution. Among the suggested mechanisms are
photo-evaporation, angular momentum transport (e.g. by magne-
torotational and gravitational instabilities), magnetic winds, and
magnetic braking (e.g. Armitage 2011, and references therein).
Another process that may influence the evolution of protoplane-
tary discs is their movement through an ambient medium.
In a previous work (Wijnen et al. 2016, Paper I hereafter)
we investigated to what extent stars surrounded by a protoplan-
etary disc can sweep up gas from their surroundings. We found
that the motion of a star and its protoplanetary disc through a
gaseous environment decreases the size of the disc due to two
processes: (1) stripping of disc material by the ram pressure ex-
erted by the interstellar medium (ISM) and (2) the accretion of
ISM with little to no azimuthal angular momentum. The latter
process lowers the specific angular momentum, i.e. the angular
momentum per unit mass, of the gas in the disc and was also
found by Moeckel & Throop (2009). These authors pointed out
that this process causes the gas in the disc to follow a tighter or-
bit that corresponds to its new specific angular momentum. As
disc material migrates inwards, the surface density profile of the
protoplanetary disc increases at smaller radii. The influence of
these two processes depends on, among other parameters, both
the density and velocity of the ISM with respect to the disc. The
effect of ram-pressure stripping and the redistribution of angu-
lar momentum owing to the accretion of ISM on the lifetimes of
protoplanetary discs have received comparatively little attention.
The inward migration of gas in the disc and the increase of
the surface density profile could play a role in planet formation
and/or migration. Ronco & de Elía (2014) found that a disc with
a steep surface density profile, i.e. more mass at smaller radii, is
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more likely to form a planet with a significant water content in
the habitable zone. Likewise, “hot Jupiters”, massive planets in
a close orbit around their host star, are believed to have formed
at larger radii and the inward migration of gas in the disc may
have aided them in this process.
Here we present a theoretical model that describes the evo-
lution of the mass, radius, and surface density profile of the disc
when it is subject to accretion from a face-on ISM flow. We
test this model by performing smoothed particle hydrodynamic
(SPH) simulations of a protoplanetary disc embedded in a flow
with different densities and velocities. As discussed in Paper I
(see Sect. 2 therein), the following (external) physical effects de-
termine the size of the disc and therefore affect the process of en-
training ISM by the protoplanetary disc: (1) ram pressure strip-
ping; (2) redistribution of angular momentum; (3) close stellar
encounters; and (4) photo-evaporation. We do not take the latter
two processes into account in this work, but note that they have
been explored by e.g. Breslau et al. (2014), Rosotti et al. (2014),
Portegies Zwart (2016) and Balog et al. (2007), Guarcello et al.
(2007, 2009), Fang et al. (2012), Facchini et al. (2016). In or-
der for photo-evaporation to truncate discs to radii <100 AU
on timescales of less than 10 Myr requires ultraviolet fluxes
that are at least an order of magnitude higher than typical val-
ues (see Figs. 3 and 4 of Adams 2010, and references therein).
Our model applies to the embedded phase of star formation in
which the effect of photo-evaporation is expected to be reduced
by the presence of the primordial gas. Simulations of close en-
counters have shown that an average stellar density of 500 pc−3
(with a core density of 4× 104 pc−3) is required to truncate 40%
of the disc to radii <100 in 5 Myr (Vincke et al. 2015). Future
work, which combines the four processes, can compare the rela-
tive importance of all these mechanisms on the survival of discs
in star-forming regions. The purpose of this paper is to present a
theoretical model for the processes of ram pressure stripping and
redistribution of angular momentum that can be implemented in
future studies.
Our theoretical model is presented in Sect. 2. The set-up of
our simulations is discussed in Sect. 3 and we present the re-
sults in Sect. 4. This is followed by a discussion (Sect. 5) and
conclusion (Sect. 6).
2. Theoretical framework
We found in Paper I that if the ram pressure that is exerted by
the flow is sufficient all disc material beyond a certain radius is
stripped and dragged along with the flow. In Sect. 2.1 we give
a theoretical derivation for this radius. The subsequent evolution
of the disc is not dominated by ram pressure stripping but by the
redistribution of angular momentum within the disc, as material
with no azimuthal angular momentum is accreted. In Sect. 2.3
we discuss the relevant timescales for our model and the solution
to our model that we use to compare with the simulations is given
in Sect. 2.4.
2.1. Ram pressure truncation radius
As discussed in the introduction, the disc accretes material that
has no azimuthal angular momentum. Chevalier (2000) pro-
posed a method to derive the radius beyond which disc material
is stripped. Chevalier (2000) equates the gravitational restoring
force per unit surface area, i.e. “pressure”, of the disc with the
ram pressure exerted by the ISM. We used this derivation in Pa-
per I. However, we find that in our simulations the radius beyond
which all disc material is stripped is smaller than the trunca-
tion radius derived by Chevalier (2000). We therefore follow a
slightly different reasoning than Chevalier (2000) and we find a
consistent estimate of the disc truncation radius that differs by a
small constant factor.
We assume the gas in the disc moves in Keplerian orbits
around the star. During its orbital motion, the ISM flow injects
momentum into the gas perpendicular to its orbit, which slightly
inclines the orbit with respect to the mid-plane of the disc. As
the gas in the disc moves to the opposite side of the disc with
respect to the star, it receives momentum from the ISM flow that
cancels the inclination of its orbit. In other words, if the Keple-
rian timescale of the gas element is shorter than the timescale on
which momentum is added, the flow is not able to inject enough
momentum to strip the material from the disc. We approximate
the timescale on which momentum is added as
τp˙(r) =
p(r)
p˙(r)
=
m(r)vkep(r)
m˙(r)vISM
, (1)
where p(r) is the momentum of a ring of gas in the disc at dis-
tance r from the star, p˙(r) is the change in momentum of this
ring, m(r) the mass of the ring, m˙(r) its change in mass, vkep(r) is
the rotational velocity, and vISM is the velocity of the ISM with
respect to the disc. We equate this timescale to the Keplerian
timescale, τkep(r) = 2pir/vkep(r), which gives
Rtrunc =
(
GM∗Σ0rn0
2piρISMvISM2
) 1
n+2
, (2)
where G is the gravitational constant, M∗ the mass of the star,
ρISM the density of the ISM and we have assumed that we can
write the surface density profile of the disc as Σ(r) = Σ0(r/r0)−n,
where r0 is an arbitrary radius to which the surface density pro-
file is scaled. This approximation of the truncation radius differs
by a factor (2pi)−1/(n+2) from the derivation by Chevalier (2000).
This a factor 0.6 for a typical value of n = 1.5. Both derivations
approximate the truncation radius to first order and are consis-
tent with each other. However, we find that our derivation of the
truncation radius agrees better with our simulations, so we use
Eq. (2) in the rest of this work.
2.2. Disc evolution in the presence of ISM accretion
As the disc accretes material that has no azimuthal angular mo-
mentum, the specific angular momentum in the disc decreases.
Material in the disc therefore migrates to an orbit at a smaller
radius that corresponds to its new specific angular momentum.
Furthermore, the gas in the disc is generally subject to viscous
forces. In the following we assume that the mass flux ρISMvISM
is uniform in space and is fully accreted by each surface element
of the disc. Following the formalism for the evolution of a ge-
ometrically thin accretion disc in Frank et al. (2002), assuming
conservation of mass and angular momentum, we can derive a
differential equation, which describes the radial motion of the
gas at radius r subject to these effects, as follows:
dr
dt
= −2ρISMvISM r
Σ
− 3
r1/2Σ
∂
∂r
(r1/2νΣ), (3)
where Σ is the surface density and ν the viscosity of the gas in
the disc. Similarly, we can derive a differential equation for the
evolution of the surface density profile,
∂Σ
∂t
= 5ρISMvISM +
3
r
∂
∂r
[
r1/2
∂
∂r
(r1/2νΣ)
]
. (4)
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For a derivation of these equations, see Appendix A.1. Equa-
tions (3) and (4) are equivalent to Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) in
Frank et al. (2002), with the addition of an ISM accretion term
involving ρISMvISM in each equation. As expected, this term leads
to overall contraction of the disc (cf. Eq. (3)) and to an increase
of the surface density. Accretion alone would give a term equal to
ρISMvISM in Eq. (4); the enhancement by a factor of 5 is the result
of the overall contraction of the disc. Equation (4) has the form
of a diffusion equation with a source term 5ρISMvISM. The general
solution of this equation requires numerical methods. An added
difficulty is that the disc viscosity ν is an unknown function of
the physical parameters, which is a well-known problem in disc
physics. In the next section we discuss to what extent we can
neglect the viscous evolution of the disc.
2.3. Timescales
We limit ourselves to analysing the circumstances under which
the contributions from ISM accretion and from viscous torques
dominate the evolution of the disc. For this purpose, we assume –
as is usual in the thin disc approximation – that the scale height H
of the disc at a certain radius is given by
H ≈ cs
√
r
GM∗
r =
cs
Ω
, (5)
where cs is the local sound speed and Ω =
√
GM∗/r3 the angular
velocity. Furthermore we assume the viscosity is given by the
Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) α-prescription,
ν = αHcs = α
c2s
Ω
· (6)
The two terms in Eq. (4) affect the surface density on different
timescales. The local timescale for viscous evolution is, on di-
mensional grounds,
τν(r) ≈ r
2
3ν
≈
√
GM∗r
3αc2s
· (7)
The local timescale for accretion or mass loading from the
ISM is
τm˙(r) =
Σ(r)
5ρISMvISM
, (8)
which can be seen as the timescale on which a disc annu-
lus accretes of the order of its own mass. The evolution of
the disc at a certain radius is dominated by the process with
the shortest timescale. Since in most realistic situations both Σ
and cs decrease towards larger radius (the latter may be con-
stant in an isothermal disc), τν typically increases outwards and
τm˙ decreases outwards. We can thus distinguish three possible
situations:
1. τm˙  τν everywhere in the disc, i.e. the accretion of ISM is
so slow compared to viscous effects that it has a negligible
effect on the evolution of the disc.
2. τm˙ > τν in the inner part of the disc, where the evolution
of the disc is viscosity dominated, while in the outer parts
τm˙ < τν and the evolution of the disc is driven by the effects
of accretion.
3. τm˙  τν everywhere in the disc, in which case the accretion
of ISM is rapid enough that viscous effects can be ignored.
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Fig. 1. Different timescales as a function of the radius in the disc, using
the disc parameters of one of our simulations, vISM = 3 km s−1 and
ρISM = 1.9 × 10−19 g/cm3. This is the case with the longest accretion
timescale, τm˙, which is not in the regime where Bondi-Hoyle accretion
dominates. The dashed line is the timescale on which mass is loaded on
the disc (see Eq. (8)) and the solid line represents the viscous timescale
(see Eq. (7)).
Furthermore, Eq. (3) shows that ISM accretion always causes
disc matter to move inwards (dr/dt < 0), which is a direct result
of mass loading without angular-momentum accretion. Viscous
torques can cause either inward or outward motion, depending
on the slope of the function r1/2νΣ. For a disc described by the
Shakura-Sunyaev formalism and in which the product c2s Σ(r) fol-
lows a power law, c2s Σ ∝ r−p, we can write Eq. (3) as
dr
dt
= −2
5
r
τm˙
− (2 − p) r
τν
· (9)
Thus, as long as p < 2 the viscous torques also cause matter to
spiral inwards, but for a (locally) steep surface density gradient
with p > 2 matter moves outwards as a result of viscosity. The
latter can be expected to occur at the outer edge of the disc where
Σ(r) drops off sharply as an effect of the flow. For the special case
p = 2, the gas in the disc is stationary in radius.
With the same assumptions Eq. (4) can be written as
∂Σ
∂t
=
Σ
τm˙
+ (2 − p)( 32 − p)
Σ
τν
· (10)
The viscous torques thus have no effect on Σ(r) when either
p = 2 or p = 32 . The first case corresponds to the stationary situ-
ation discussed above, while for p = 32 gas moves inwards at all
radii, but in such a way as to maintain the same surface density
profile.
As an example, we have estimated both timescales in Fig. 1,
assuming that vISM = 3 km s−1 and ρISM = 1.9 × 10−19 g/cm3.
In accretion disc theory, α ≈ 0.01 (Armitage 2011). Since in our
hydrodynamical simulations (Sect. 3) we assume αSPH = 0.1,
which corresponds to a physical α of roughly 0.02 (following
Artymowicz & Lubow 1994), we decided to use the latter value.
This case corresponds to our simulation with the lowest mass
flux and the longest τm˙, which is still outside the regime where
Bondi-Hoyle accretion is expected to dominate the accretion
process (Sect. 2.5.) and the disc evolution is no longer properly
described by Eqs. (3) and (4) (see Sect. 2.5). The case in Fig. 1
corresponds to regime 2 because ISM mass loading dominates
the evolution of the outer parts of the disc. Therefore, in this case
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and in cases with a higher mass flux and shorter τm˙, the actual
size of the disc is determined by the accretion of ISM and not by
viscous effects. We may neglect viscous effects in the outer parts
of the disc on timescales shorter than
τν, dom = τm˙
1/6(R0) τν5/6(R0), (11)
see Appendix A.2. Here R0 is the initial outer radius of the
disc, after accounting for possible ram pressure stripping. On
longer timescales viscous effects dominate the evolution of the
disc. This timescale is 1.7 × 105 yr for the parameters shown in
Fig. 1. The weak dependence of τν, dom on the accretion timescale
means that in our simulation with the highest mass flux (vISM =
30 km s−1 and ρISM = 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3) τν, dom is only moder-
ately shorter, i.e. 4 × 104 yr. In all cases this is well beyond the
maximum simulation time of 104 yr (Sect. 3).
2.4. Analytical model for inviscid disc evolution
Since we can neglect viscous effects at least during the time span
of our simulations, we can simplify Eqs. (3) and (4) to describe
the accretion and contraction of discs in the inviscid case. Ne-
glecting the viscosity terms results in the following equations:
dr
dt
= −2ρISMvISM r
Σ(r, t)
(12)
and
∂Σ
∂t
= 5ρISMvISM. (13)
The simple form of Eq. (13) allows us to write the solution as
Σ(r, t) = Σ0(r) + 5
∫ t
0
ρISMvISM dt′, (14)
where Σ0(r) is the initial surface density at radius r. If ρISMvISM is
a known function of time, this can be integrated directly; in that
case it is useful to define a dimensionless parameter τ as follows:
τ =
5
Σ0(r0)
∫ t
0
ρISMvISM dt′, (15)
such that dτ/dt = 5ρISMvISM/Σ0(r0); r0 is an arbitrary but con-
stant reference radius that initially lies within the disc. The pa-
rameter τ thus increases linearly with the total accreted mass
flux, and monotonically – although in general non-linearly –
with time. If we further assume a power-law shape for the ini-
tial surface density distribution, i.e. Σ0(r) = Σ0 (r/r0)−n, where
for brevity we write Σ0 ≡ Σ0(r0), and we define a dimensionless
radius y = r/r0, then Eq. (12) can be written as
dy
dτ
= −2
5
y
y−n + τ
· (16)
The solution to Eq. (16) is scale-free and only depends on the
power-law exponent n. The solution y(τ) can be scaled according
to the physical parameters r0, Σ0 (or equivalently, the initial disc
mass) and the integrated mass flux
∫
ρISMvISM dt. Equation (16)
describes the movement of all annuli in the disc, but in practice
it only needs to be solved for the inner and outer disc radii, yin
and yout.
The evolution of the surface density follows from the solu-
tion y(τ) and Eq. (14),
Σ(r, t) = Σ0 (y−n + τ). (17)
The mass of the disc then follows from the surface density dis-
tribution as
Mdisc(t) =
∫ Rout
Rin
2pir Σ(r, t) dr
= 2pir20Σ0
[ 1
2 − n (y
2−n
out − y2−nin ) +
1
2
(y2out − y2in)τ
]
, (18)
with Rin(t) = yin(τ) r0 and Rout(t) = yout(τ) r0. Equation (18) also
gives the initial disc mass Mdisc,0 by setting τ = 0, which in
turn defines Σ0. The time derivative of Eq. (18), making use of
Eqs. (15) and (16), is
M˙disc(t) = 2pir20Σ0
(y2out − y2in)
10
dτ
dt
= ρISMvISM pi(R2out − R2in). (19)
The latter expression equals the ISM accretion rate, M˙ISM, which
is expected from the geometric cross-section of the disc. Using
Eq. (18), the amount of accreted ISM, ∆MISM, can be ex-
pressed as
∆MISM(t) = Mdisc(t) − Mdisc,0. (20)
Equation (17) implies that the accreted gas dominates over the
initial surface density for τ > y−n for an annulus located at ra-
dius y. For a time-independent mass flux this happens at time
t > τm˙(r). From Eq. (16) it follows that on this timescale the so-
lution approaches a power law, y ∝ τ−2/5, independent of n. This
happens earlier for larger y0; that is, the outer parts of the disc
start contracting sooner than the inner parts (see Fig. 2). This
is accompanied by a flattening of the surface-density profile, as
follows from Eq. (17): for τ > yin−n, σ ≈ τ independent of radius
(see the right-hand panel of Fig. 2). Equation (18) shows that for
τ > yout
−n the second term inside the square brackets dominates
and thus Mdisc ∝ τ1/5, since yout ∝ τ−2/5. In other words, on long
timescales the disc mass grows much more slowly than linearly
with time. We need to keep in mind, however, that viscous effects
can no longer be ignored over very long timescales (Sect. 2.3).
We use this model to predict the evolution of the protoplan-
etary disc in our simulations. We assume a constant density and
velocity as a function of time, but this does not provide an analyt-
ical solution to Eq. (16), which has to be integrated numerically.
The radius at which we start the integration is determined by the
ram pressure stripping. In our simulations the disc has an initial
radius, Rdisc, of 100 AU, but depending on the density and veloc-
ity of the flow ram pressure may almost instantaneously remove
disc material beyond a certain radius. We therefore take the min-
imum of Rdisc and Rtrunc, as determined in Sect. 2.1, as the initial
condition for the integration.
2.5. Bondi-Hoyle accretion
At low velocities the Bondi-Hoyle accretion radius becomes
comparable to the initial radius we assume for the protoplane-
tary disc. The Bondi-Hoyle accretion radius, RBH, is given by
(Bondi 1952; Shima et al. 1985),
RBH =
2GM∗
c2s + vISM2
· (21)
The resulting accretion rate is
M˙BH = piR2BHρISM
√
λ2c2s + vISM2, (22)
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Fig. 2. Left panel: solutions to Eq. (16) for a disc with n = 1.5, initially extending from r = 0.01r0 to r = r0. Solid lines show the evolution of
the inner and outer disc radius and dotted lines show several intermediate radii. Right panel: corresponding surface density distribution Σ(r, t)/Σ0
from Eq. (17) for several values of τ.
where λ is a constant of order unity that depends on the equation
of state of the gas. In the isothermal case, which we assume,
λ = e3/2/4.
In our simulations RBH is 78 AU for vISM = 3 km s−1 and
651 AU for vISM = 1 km s−1. Since we assume a disc radius of
100 AU, the effective cross section of the star and protoplanetary
disc system is larger than its physical size when the velocity of
the ISM is <∼2.7 km s−1. We therefore expect that more ISM is
accreted than is estimated from the geometric cross-section. Al-
though most of this additional accretion occurs via the accretion
wake onto the star, some material from outside the disc radius is
gravitationally focussed towards the disc and falls onto its sur-
face. If more material with no azimuthal angular momentum is
accreted by the disc than expected from Eq. (19), the shrinking
process of the disc is sped up.
We can define a typical timescale for Bondi-Hoyle accretion
as
τBH =
RBH√
c2s + vISM2
, (23)
which gives us an indication for the timescale on which the ac-
cretion wake forms and the simulation can reach the theoretically
expected Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate. This is roughly 103 yr for
vISM = 1 km s−1, which is well within our simulation time of
104 yr.
3. Numerical set-up
We test the theoretical model that we derived in Sect. 2 by per-
forming SPH simulations for different velocities and densities of
the ISM. We use the same set-up as in Paper I (see Fig. 1 therein),
i.e. a disc perpendicular to an inflow of ISM. Although this per-
fect alignment may not be common in nature, it provides the best
way to test our model. In Sect. 5.5 we discuss that an inclination
of the disc can also be incorporated in our model. Most of the
parameters and initial conditions that we assume in this work,
which are summarized in Table 1, are the same as in Paper I. For
a detailed discussion of these parameters, we refer to Sect. 3.1 of
that paper. We discuss here which parameters we have changed
and why.
The simulations are set up and run within the AMUSE
framework (Portegies Zwart et al. 2013; Pelupessy et al. 2013)1.
We have chosen to use the SPH code Fi (Pelupessy et al. 2004)
instead of Gadget2 (Springel 2005; Springel et al. 2001) because
the artificial viscosity parameter, αSPH, is constant in Fi and
therefore remains closer to the value that resembles the stan-
dard viscosity parameter α for protoplanetary discs2. Fi uses the
Monaghan & Gingold (1983) prescription for the viscosity fac-
tor Πi j, but instead of the mean Fi takes the minimum of the
density and maximum of the sound speed between two neigh-
bours. Therefore Fi is able to resolve shocks even at a relatively
low value of the artificial viscosity parameter αSPH. As discussed
in Sect. 2.3, numerical viscous effects become important and in-
fluence the outcome of our simulations after a few times 104 yr,
depending on the density and velocity3. Therefore, and for com-
putational reasons discussed in Sect. 3.2, we let our simulations
run to 10 000 yr.
To speed up the simulations, we increased the radius of the
sink particle and the gravitational smoothing length, grav, to
1 AU. Since the initial inner radius of the disc is 10 AU and
we are mainly interested in the disc and star system as a whole,
there is no need to resolve the star and disc on a scale smaller
than 1 AU. We have checked that these changes do not affect
the outcome of the simulations. We use the clump finding algo-
rithm Hop (Eisenstein & Hut 1998) to distinguish between the
disc and ISM flow in the parameterspace of vθ, ρ and vx; see
Sect. 3.3 of Paper I. We multiplied the values of all three quanti-
ties by a factor of 10 and squared the values of the low velocity
runs (vISM ≤ 10 km s−1) to sharpen the contrast in the parameter
space, in particular at low velocities of the ISM. Once the disc
is distinguished from the ISM, we determine its radius by cal-
culating the column density of the disc and binning the values
in concentric rings at each moment in time. The radius at which
1 http://www.amusecode.org
2 The performance issues we had with Fi in Paper I turned out to be a
problem with the most recent Fortran compiler.
3 To calculate the numerical viscous timescale, H(r) in Eq. (5) has to
be replaced by 〈h(r)〉, the average smoothing length in the disc at that
radius. The smoothing lengths in our simulations follow the curve of
the scale height as a function of r very well and are only larger by a
factor of 2 at radii <∼10 AU. We therefore also use Eq. (7) to derive
when accretion or viscous processes dominate the evolution of the disc
numerically in our simulations.
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Table 1. Initial conditions for our simulations.
Parameter Value Model Description
Ndisc 128 000 Number of disc particles
µ 2.3 Mean molecular weight
M∗ 0.4 M
Mdisc 0.004 M
Rdisc,inner 10 AU
Rdisc,outer 100 AU
Σ(r) Σ0( rr0 )
−1.5 Surface density profile
EoS Isothermal Equation of state
T 25 K Temperature of gas particles
cs 0.3 km s−1 Sound speed
Rsink 1 AU Sink particle radius
Nneighbours 64 ± 2
grav 1 AU Gravitational softening length
αSPH 0.1 Artificial viscosity parameter
Lcylinder 400 AU Length of computational domain
Rcylinder 200 AU Radius of computational domain
tsim 10 000 yr Timescale of the simulation
vISM 1 km s−1 V1 Velocity of ISM
3 km s−1 V3
5 km s−1 V5
10 km s−1 V10
20 km s−1 V20
30 km s−1 V30
n, ρ 5 × 104 cm−3 1.9 × 10−19 g/cm−3 N4 (Number) density of ISM
5 × 105 cm−3 1.9 × 10−18 g/cm−3 N5
5 × 106 cm−3 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm−3 N6
Notes. Only the density and velocity vary between simulations. The letter-number combinations behind the velocities and densities are used in the
labels of the simulations.
Σ(r)
∣∣∣
t = Σ(100 AU)
∣∣∣
t=0 is defined as the radius of the disc; see
Sect. 3.3 and Fig. 3 of Paper I for more details.
We start with a disc consisting of 128 000 SPH particles be-
cause this is the highest resolution at which we can perform a
simulation in a reasonable amount of time. As we assume equal
particle masses for both ISM and disc particles, this means that
at the lowest number density of the ISM, 5 × 104 cm−3, the
flow consists of roughly 500 particles when the computational
domain is completely filled. At this resolution and for a simu-
lation that runs up to 104 yr, an accretion rate of the order of
10−8 M/yr, which is the lowest rate we expect (see Fig. 4), cor-
responds to the accretion of several thousand particles during a
simulation. Therefore, even at this low resolution, the results we
find are significantly above the threshold for noise due to low
resolution.
The simulation is set up in such a way that the mass of an
SPH particle is determined by quantities that vary per simula-
tion, such as the density of the ISM, thickness of the slice of
ISM added each time step, and the resolution. The latter is set
by the number of disc particles, which is exactly equal for each
simulation, and therefore the mass of the disc can vary slightly
between simulations. We have chosen this set-up to make sure
that the density of the ISM is exactly the same in all simulations
to minimize the effect of small density fluctuations. We use the
actual disc mass from the simulations to calculate the theoretical
predictions.
3.1. Initial densities
We use three different number densities in our parameter study:
n = 5 × 104, 5 × 105, and 5 × 106 cm−3. The highest number
density corresponds to the number density used in Paper I, which
is on the high end of the range of number densities expected in
star-forming regions. Typically, the observed number density in
star-forming regions is >104 cm−3, while in the more quiet, i.e.
non-star-forming parts of molecular clouds the number density is
believed to be of the order of 102−103 cm−3 (see e.g. Evans 1999;
Longmore et al. 2013). In our simulations we cannot decrease
the number density below 104 cm−3 because the numerical reso-
lution in our simulations would be too low as a result of the con-
straint of equal-mass SPH particles and the number of SPH par-
ticles that form the disc. Furthermore, at densities <104 cm−3,
depending on the velocity, the disc may be in the regime where
the accretion timescale is longer than the viscous timescale, as
can be inferred from Fig. 1 for vISM = 3 km s−1. We assume
the mean molecular weight of the gas in our simulations is 2.3,
as in Paper I, yielding mass densities between 1.9 × 10−19 and
1.9× 10−17 g/cm3. The lowest density corresponds to the average
density found in cores of embedded clusters; see e.g. Sect. 2.6 of
Lada & Lada (2003). This assumes a homogeneous density dis-
tribution, while local inhomogeneities with higher densities can
be expected. We show that even a brief transition through such a
high density region has a large effect on the protoplanetary disc.
3.2. Initial velocities
The velocity dispersion of the Orion Nebula Cluster is mea-
sured to be 3.1 km s−1 (Fu˝rész et al. 2008), meaning that in-
dividual stars can have higher velocities. Velocities are also
higher in more massive star-forming regions. Velocity disper-
sions in young globular clusters have been measured to range
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up to 30 km s−1 (Östlin et al. 2007; Gieles et al. 2010). Apart
from massive star-forming regions, relative velocities of the or-
der of 10 km s−1 or more may also be expected from winds
of supergiants and around ejecta from interacting binaries (e.g.
Kudritzki & Puls 2000; Smith et al. 2007). The velocities we as-
sume in this parameter study are 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, and 30 km s−1,
such that the velocity is roughly doubled at each step. Assum-
ing a higher velocity leads to shorter internal time steps in the
SPH code and thus the simulation becomes computationally
more expensive. We have therefore not been able to let the sim-
ulations with 30 km s−1 run to 10 000 yr. All simulations with
30 km s−1 have reached at least 5000 yr.
For a velocity of 1 km s−1, RBH is larger than the radius
of the computational domain. This means that we underesti-
mate the theoretically expected Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate and
the Bondi-Hoyle accretion wake cannot grow to its full length.
Therefore, when we calculated the theoretically expected Bondi-
Hoyle accretion rate for our simulations with vISM = 1 km s−1,
we used the radius of our computational domain, 200 AU, in
Eq. (22) instead of the actual Bondi-Hoyle radius.
4. Results
For ease of reference, we label our simulations according to the
variable parameters. For example, V1N6 corresponds to the sim-
ulation in which the ISM flow has a velocity of 1 km s−1 and a
number density of 5 × 106 g/cm3; see Table 1 for the abbrevi-
ations. We compare the various quantities as predicted by our
model to those resulting from the simulations. While the num-
ber density is the quantity that we vary, our theoretical model
requires a mass density to calculate the predicted evolution. We
therefore refer to the mass density in the table and figures that
contain theoretical values. We discuss in turn the evolution of
the disc radius, accretion rate, change in disc mass, and surface
density profile. We finish with the long-term predictions of our
model in terms of the parameter space.
4.1. Disc radius
Figure 3 shows the disc radius as a function of time for all our
simulations together with our theoretical estimate. At the high-
est density, Hop has difficulty distinguishing the outer edge of
the disc from the ISM at the start of the simulation for all veloci-
ties. For the densities in and around the edge of the disc it is hard
to define a sharp boundary between the disc and ISM flow. When
the outer parts of the disc have been stripped and/or contracted
and a steady state is reached, Hop is able to properly discern
the ISM flow from the disc. Some simulations show small fluc-
tuations in the determination of the radius, notably simulation
V3N5. During and after the stripping, the disc is not perfectly
axially symmetric and the radius depends on how the surface
density profile is averaged over the radii at the outer edge. These
oscillations damp out in the long run and while they do, the equi-
librium point follows the trend of the theoretical prediction. In
simulations with a low density and velocity the disc has some
time to spread viscously before the ISM flow reaches it and af-
ter first contact with the flow the disc contracts and then spreads
towards an equilibrium state.
The effect of increasing the density by a factor of 10 is clearly
visible at each velocity, in particular for vISM ≤ 5 because the
starting radius is the same for all densities (i.e. stripping by ram
pressure does not play a role). The increase in mass flux by a
factor of 10 causes the disc to contract faster, as the specific
angular momentum decreases faster. The effect is greatest in the
beginning. The simulations seem to confirm what we find analyt-
ically: contraction occurs fastest when r is large and slows down
when r has decreased for all densities and velocities (see Fig. 2).
In general, our analytical model describes the evolution of
the disc radius with time from the simulations quite well. In
some cases it somewhat underestimates the actual disc radius
in the simulations, but this offset remains approximately con-
stant in time and the rate at which the disc contracts is cor-
rectly reproduced by the analytical model. Simulation V1N6 is
a notable exception in that the disc radius is overestimated by
the model. In this case Bondi-Hoyle accretion becomes signifi-
cant and the amount of accreted ISM is an order of magnitude
larger than expected from purely face-on accretion, as discussed
in Sect. 4.2. Although most of the ISM is accreted directly onto
the star through an accretion wake, ISM at radii larger than the
disc radius is gravitationally focussed towards the disc and in-
creases the theoretically expected mass flux. Thus the decrease
in specific angular momentum is also more severe than when
based on the analytical model.
Figure 3 also illustrates that our prediction for Rtrunc is a
reasonable estimate for the radius beyond which ram pressure
dominates and disc material is stripped. In the simulations with
vISM ≥ 10 km s−1 at the highest density, the radius is reduced
close to our estimated value around 1000 yr. The subsequent evo-
lution of the disc radius in the simulation shows that we picked
a proper starting point for the integration, although we consis-
tently underestimate the radius of the disc. Equation (2) and the
derivation by Chevalier (2000) are both first order estimates, dif-
fering only by a constant factor of order unity. We could have
changed this factor to match the final radii in our simulations, but
this would have led to an overestimate of the accretion rate and
the total disc mass, especially at lower densities (see Sects. 4.2
and 4.3). Since the process of face-on accretion is most likely to
occur at low densities, we decided not to alter this factor and to
use Eq. (2), and consider our analytical derivation as a conserva-
tive estimate for the disc radii and accretion.
In Fig. 5a we quantify how well our analytical model predicts
the simulated disc radii by dividing the actual disc radius at the
end of the simulation by our estimated radius. The colour scale
shows the value of this ratio, which is also printed in the corre-
sponding bin. We can distinguish three main regimes in Fig. 5a:
(1) the regime where ram pressure truncates the disc radius to
<100 AU (upper right region above the Rtrunc = 100 AU line);
(2) the regime where the Bondi-Hoyle radius is larger than the
radius of the disc (below the horizontal RBH = 100 AU line); and
(3) the region where the Bondi-Hoyle radius is smaller than the
size of the disc and ram pressure does not decrease the initial disc
radius below 100 AU (between both lines). Figure 5a shows that
in the regime where the ram pressure and Bondi-Hoyle accretion
do not play a significant role, our analytical model predicts the
simulated disc radius to within a few percent accuracy. Only at
high density where ram pressure truncates the disc to a radius
smaller than 100 AU or at low velocity where Bondi-Hoyle ac-
cretion becomes significant is our estimate off by at most 60%.
Since the estimate for the truncation radius is a first order ap-
proximation, it is not unexpected that the final radius shows a
deviation from the actual disc radius in this regime. In general,
we tend to underestimate the disc radius, except when the mass
flux due to Bondi-Hoyle accretion is significant. In this regime,
face-on accretion is insignificant compared to Bondi-Hoyle ac-
cretion as we discuss in the next section.
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Fig. 3. Disc radius (solid lines) as a function of time categorized by the velocity of the ISM in the simulation. The colour coding indicates the
ISM density: green indicates 1.9 × 10−19, brown 1.9 × 10−18, and purple 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3. The dashed lines in corresponding colours give our
theoretical estimates of the disc radius (see Sect. 2.2). The simulations with vISM = 30 km s−1 were computationally expensive and have not
reached 10 000 yr.
It is interesting to point out that in some simulations, for ex-
ample, V10N4 and V1N5, the mass flux (ρISMvISM) is identical.
The analytical estimate of the radius is therefore identical in both
cases and we can see that it agrees to within 3% with the disc ra-
dius in the simulations.
4.2. Entrained mass
Figure 4 shows the amount of ISM accreted by the disc during
the simulations in terms of both the cumulative accreted mass
and the accretion rate. The lower part of each panel shows the
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Fig. 4. Upper half of each panel shows the accretion rates as a function of time found in our simulations (solid), expected from our theoretical
model (dashed) and expected from Bondi-Hoyle accretion (dotted), respectively. The colour coding is as in Fig. 3. These rates are the derived
from the quantity in the lower half of the panel, which is the cumulative amount of ISM accreted by the disc and star (solid lines). Our theoretical
estimate based on the size of the disc (see Eq. (19)) is given by the dashed lines. The amount of accreted ISM expected from Bondi-Hoyle accretion
is shown in dotted lines.
amount of ISM, ∆MISM, that has been accreted by the disc and
the star in solid lines. This value is calculated by adding the cu-
mulative amount of ISM accreted onto the star and the amount
of ISM that resides in the disc at each moment in time. We con-
sider the star and the disc as one system by assuming that ISM
that is entrained by the disc eventually ends up on the star. The
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dashed and dotted lines show the amount of accreted ISM ex-
pected from face-on and Bondi-Hoyle accretion, respectively.
To calculate the Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate, we used the radius
of our computational domain in Eq. (22), which is 200 AU, if the
theoretical Bondi-Hoyle radius exceeds this value. The top part
of each panel shows the ISM accretion rate, i.e. the derivative of
∆MISM averaged over intervals of 250 yr. Likewise here solid,
dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the rates from the simu-
lation, face-on and Bondi-Hoyle accretion, respectively.
To determine the amount of ISM that is associated with the
disc, it is crucial that Hop is able to differentiate properly be-
tween the disc and ISM. As discussed in Sect. 4.1, Hop has some
difficulty distinguishing the flow from disc when the flows hits
the disc and the outer layers are stripped. These artefacts, which
can be seen as bumps for the highest densities at vISM ≥ 5 km s−1
in ∆MISM in Fig. 4, disappear when the simulation has reached
a steady state. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to discern
the effects of Bondi-Hoyle accretion. For the simulations with
vISM = 1 and 3 km s−1, in particular at the highest density, a
Bondi-Hoyle accretion wake is formed, which is identified as
disc material by Hop. Although the ISM in the accretion wake
is not part of the disc, material in the accretion wake within the
Bondi-Hoyle radius will eventually be accreted by the star, but
not necessarily by the disc. However, for vISM = 3 km s−1 the
part of the accretion wake that is beyond the Bondi-Hoyle ra-
dius is still associated with the disc. Therefore the simulations
suggest that more material has been accreted than expected from
Bondi-Hoyle accretion. This is an unfortunate artefact of Hop
but only creates an offset in the amount of accreted ISM. Hop
consistently identifies the complete accretion wake with the disc
and therefore the time derivative of ∆MISM still provides a reli-
able measure for the rate at which the disc and star accrete ISM
once a steady state is reached. Figure 4 suggests that in most sim-
ulations the accretion of ISM starts immediately. This is also an
artefact of Hop and therefore we choose a starting time for our
analytical evolution model at the moment when the flow actually
hits the disc. This creates another offset but as can be seen from
the long-term trends, this initial offset is small compared to the
final difference between our analytical model and the simulated
result.
It is clear, both from theory and from the simulations, that at
vISM = 1 km s−1 the process of face-on accretion does not play a
significant role in terms of ISM accretion onto the disc and star.
The simulations reach the theoretically expected Bondi-Hoyle
rate within a time that corresponds to the Bondi-Hoyle timescale
we defined in Eq. (23), which is roughly 103 yr. During the time
that the accretion wake is established, the accretion rate is lower
than the theoretical rate. This partly explains why less material
has been accreted than expected theoretically. Furthermore the
accretion rate in our simulations is slightly lower than the theo-
retically expected rate. This may be caused by the fact that we
used the radius of our computational domain instead of the the-
oretically expected Bondi-Hoyle radius and we are not correctly
sampling the conditions at the boundary of the domain. In the
simulations with vISM = 3 km s−1, the Bondi-Hoyle radius equals
40% of the radius of our computational domain and, in this case,
i.e. model V3N6, the accretion rate is equal to, if not slightly
higher than, the rate expected from Bondi-Hoyle accretion. At
lower densities, i.e. models V3N4 and V3N5, we also find a rate
that is higher than expected. The accretion rates appear to follow
the theoretically suggested trend that first face-on accretion de-
termines the rate at which ISM is accreted and after the disc has
shrunk, Bondi-Hoyle accretion becomes the most efficient ac-
cretion process. This trend is also apparent in simulation V5N6.
Although we describe the accretion as due to two different pro-
cesses, they cannot really be separated in this regime; as the ra-
dius of the disc is of the order of the Bondi-Hoyle radius, the
cross section with which the disc can sweep up ISM is effectively
increased by gravitational focussing. If the disc radius becomes
significantly smaller than the Bondi-Hoyle radius and the mass
flux is sufficient, the gravitational focussing of ISM outside the
disc radius may contribute to the contraction of the disc, as we
discussed for vISM = 1 km s−1 in Sect. 4.1. This may also partly
explain why the simulated accretion rate is higher than expected.
As long as the disc radius is larger than the Bondi-Hoyle radius,
i.e. in simulations with vISM >∼ 5 km s−1, the accretion process is
dominated by face-on accretion. In this regime, we tend to un-
derestimate the accretion rate. However for all these cases we
are also underestimating the radius of the disc and hence the sur-
face area of the disc. Previous works, for example Ouellette et al.
(2007) and Paper I, suggest that the effective cross section of the
disc is actually smaller than its physical size because the ISM
flow is deflected around the outer edge of the disc. Apparently
we also underestimate the effective radius of the disc except in
the simulations with vISM = 20 and 30 km s−1 at the lowest den-
sity where our estimate of the disc radius approximates the ac-
tual radius very well. In these cases, we overestimate the effec-
tive cross section of the disc and hence the accretion rate. On the
other hand, at vISM = 5 and 10 km s−1 our estimate also agrees
very well with the actual disc radius and in these cases we are
not underestimating the accretion rates. This may be related to
the ram pressure, which has a stronger influence on the outer
edge of the disc at high velocities, vISM ≥ 20 km s−1. We find
that the disc loses some of its initial material due to stripping
(see Sect. 4.3) and this would make it less efficient at sweep-
ing up ISM in its outer regions. However, the underestimate is
most likely a result of the low resolution of ISM particles in the
SPH code, which is more pronounced when the radius of the disc
is smaller. We address this issue in Sect. 5.1.
We summarize the performance of our analytical model in
predicting the accretion rates and accreted mass in Figs. 5b
and c, where we show the ratio of the total accreted ISM and
accretion rates from the simulations to their predicted values.
To calculate the predicted value of the total amount of accreted
ISM, we used Eq. (20) and added the difference between the
Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate and geometric rate (Eq. (19)) inte-
grated over time from the moment the former is larger than the
latter. The theoretical accretion rate in Fig. 5c is determined by
taking the maximum of the face-on and Bondi-Hoyle accretion
rate at each moment. We averaged both the theoretical and sim-
ulated accretion rate over the last 1000 yr of the simulations
in order for the result not to be dominated by short timescale
fluctuations.
In the regime in which part of the Bondi-Hoyle accretion
wake is erroneously considered part of the disc by Hop, i.e.
vISM = 3 and 5 km s−1, the accretion rate in Fig. 5c provides
a better indication for the performance of our model. The agree-
ment is not as good as for the radius (Fig. 5a), but is still roughly
within a factor of two. We overestimate the accretion rate in two
cases, i.e. V20N4 and V30N4. As pointed out above, this is prob-
ably a numerical artefact and is further discussed in Sect. 5.1.
The disagreement is worst for simulations were we underesti-
mate the accretion rate. Therefore, considering the numerical ef-
fects in simulation V20N4 and V30N4, Figs. 5b and c indicate
that our parametrization can be used as a conservative estimate
for the amount of ISM accreted by a protoplanetary disc moving
through ambient gas.
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Fig. 5. Measures of the performance of our theoretical model.
a) The radius of the disc at the end of the simulation divided by the
predicted radius at that time. b) The amount of ISM accreted by
the disc and star at the end of the simulation divided by the the-
oretically expected value at that time. To calculate the expected
amount, we added the additional contribution of Bondi-Hoyle ac-
cretion from the moment the Bondi-Hoyle rate is higher than the
geometric rate. c) The accretion rate at the end of the simulation
divided by the theoretically expected rate at that time. Here we
took the maximum of the geometric and Bondi-Hoyle accretion
rate at each moment and averaged both the theoretical and sim-
ulated values over the last 1000 yr of the simulation. The lines
indicate the regime where the Bondi-Hoyle radius and truncation
radius are larger (below) and smaller (above), respectively, than
the initial radius of the disc (see Sect. 4.1). The values in the grid
cells correspond to the colour coding.
4.3. Change of the disc mass
The panels in Fig. 6 show two quantities on the same y-axis. The
top parts of each panel shows the sum of the current mass of the
disc and total mass (both ISM and initial disc material) that has
been accreted onto the star as solid lines. We refer to this quan-
tity as the system mass. The dash-dotted lines show our theoret-
ical estimate for the system mass. We treat the disc and star as a
whole and compare to this quantity because our analytical model
does not take into account mass lost from the disc due to accre-
tion onto the star. To calculate the system mass, we used Eq. (18)
and to this we added the mass gained from the difference be-
tween the Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate and the face-on accretion,
only during time intervals when the theoretical Bondi-Hoyle ac-
cretion rate was higher. Figure 4 shows that this difference is
only relevant for velocities ≤3 km s−1. As discussed in Sect. 3,
the initial mass of the disc can vary slightly between simulations
with different densities. This does not affect our results because
for the theoretical calculations we used the initial disc mass in
the simulation. The bottom part of each panel in Fig. 6 shows
the cumulative amount of material that has been accreted onto
the star, both ISM and initial disc material, as dashed lines. The
dotted lines give the amount of initial disc material that has been
accreted onto the star. The difference between the dashed and
dotted lines thus gives the amount of ISM accreted onto the star.
We first discuss the simulations with the highest density. For
vISM = 1 and 3 km s−1 Bondi-Hoyle accretion dominates the ac-
cretion process, as discussed before. Considering the shortcom-
ings of Hop in this regime, it is not unexpected that our theoret-
ical estimate for the system mass is off. The offset can mostly
be explained, however, by the difference between the actual and
theoretical accretion rates and the fact that the accretion wake is
considered part of the disc. For vISM ≥ 5 km s−1 Hop at first over-
estimates the system mass. Once ISM that has collided with the
outer parts of the disc is dragged along with the flow and is no
longer considered to be associated with the disc, a steady state is
reached. For these velocities, vISM ≥ 5, we also see an offset be-
tween the predicted and simulated system mass but this is caused
by the amount of predicted stripped material. This offset is not
caused by Hop because we checked the disc mass by drawing
a fictitious cylinder around the disc and summing all the mass
within that cylinder, which gives the same result and long-term
trend. The reason for the discrepancy is twofold: (1) our deriva-
tion for the truncation radius is only a first order estimate and
(2) in the simulations the cut-off in the surface density profile
is not as sharp as we assume in our theoretical model. Both ef-
fects combined lead to an overestimate of the amount of stripped
disc material. This overestimate may be less severe when the
truncation radius is smaller. The initial surface density profile is
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Fig. 6. Top part of each panel shows the mass of the disc to which we added the total amount of material accreted onto the star as a function
of time (solid lines) categorized by the velocity of the ISM in the simulation. The colour coding is as in Fig. 3. Our theoretical estimate of the
same quantity (see Sect. 4.3) is given by the dash-dotted lines in corresponding colours. The bottom part of each panel shows the total amount
of material accreted onto the star in dashed lines with the corresponding colour. The dotted lines give the amount of initial disc material that is
accreted onto the star. The y-scale is continuous because all quantities have the same unit.
steeper at smaller radii and our estimate for the largest annulus of
the disc that is able to resist ram pressure may therefore deviate
less from the actual value than for larger truncation radii, where
the surface density profile is less steep. As discussed before, we
could chose the truncation radius such that the stripped mass
found in the simulations agrees with our model. Unfortunately,
there is no constant factor we could use in Eq. (2) that simultane-
ously improves the estimate of all quantities in Figs. 3, 4, and 6.
Furthermore, an increase of the truncation radius would lead to
an overestimate of the accretion rate onto the disc and we would
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no longer be able to use our model as a conservative estimate on
longer timescales, at least until viscous effects can no longer be
neglected.
We find the best agreement between our model and the simu-
lations for ρISM = 1.9×10−18 g/cm3. In this regime ram pressure
stripping only plays a significant role for vISM ≥ 20 km s−1 and
even in these cases there is fairly good agreement between our
model and simulations. Our estimate for the truncation radius
for these cases is relatively small and might be more accurate,
as discussed above. For V1N5 and V10N5 we overestimate the
system mass and this is even more severe in all simulations at the
lowest density. In fact, we see that the system as a whole actually
loses mass in all simulations at the lowest density. This can only
mean that material from the disc is being stripped continuously.
In Table 2 we summarize the fraction of initial disc material
that is lost from the disc during the simulation but not accreted
onto the star. The left value in each column is the percentage of
stripped material from the simulation and the right number is the
theoretical value. The latter is calculated from the initial mass of
the disc outside the theoretical truncation radius. At the highest
densities and velocities we overestimate the amount of stripped
material, as discussed above. However, at the lowest density and
at low velocities the disc loses material; this is not accounted for
in our model. At vISM ≤ 3 km s−1, there appears to be a trend
with decreasing density at a given velocity: the lower the den-
sity, the higher the amount of mass loss that is not accounted
for by our model. Figure 6 shows that more initial disc material
is accreted onto the star in the simulation with the lowest den-
sity. The more initial disc material is accreted onto the star and
lost from the disc, the more the disc has to spread outwards to
preserve its angular momentum. As can be seen in Fig. 7 for sim-
ulation V1N4, the disc extends further outwards and the edge is
less well defined than for simulations with a higher density and
velocity. In this case, 9% of the disc mass is actually outside
the disc radius. This implies that viscous spreading of the disc is
more severe at lower densities, making it more vulnerable to ram
pressure stripping. In particular, at a lower density the mass flux
onto the disc is smaller and hence the disc contracts less, which
otherwise counteracts the effect of viscous spreading. However,
it could also simply be an artefact of the low resolution of the
ISM particles. We address this in Sect. 5.2.
At the lowest density, the unaccounted stripping appears to
increase with velocity, not taking V1N4 into account. This trend
with velocity suggests that ram pressure is the culprit of the mass
loss. In Paper I we also found that the disc was continuously los-
ing mass from the outer edge. In that work, our results suggest
that the stripping of the disc might to a large extent be a nu-
merical effect; see Fig. 6 in Paper I, where for a simulation with
vISM = 20 km s−1 and ρISM = 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3 the amount of
stripped material decreases with increasing resolution. Further-
more, other work, for example Moeckel & Throop (2009), found
no significant mass loss from the disc. We have seen in Sects. 4.1
and 4.2 that our model provides a conservative estimate for the
disc radius and accretion rate. Therefore we argue that this mass
loss rate does not affect the predictive power of our model. We
discuss this issue further in Sect. 5.2.
4.4. Evolution of the surface density profile
Figure 7 shows the surface density profiles of three simulations:
V1N4, V5N5, and V30N6. We have chosen these simulations
as a representative sample of the parameter space. The main
features expected from our model are visible: as the mass flux
increases, the disc shrinks and the surface density profile both
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 7. Surface density profile at the end of each simulation (solid line)
and as predicted by our model (dashed line) for simulations a) V1N4,
b V5N5, and c) V30N6. The dotted vertical lines indicate the inner and
outer radius of the disc according to our model and the arrow indicates
the radius of the disc as defined in the simulation. The shaded area illus-
trates the contribution of the ISM to the surface density profile, where
the colour corresponds to the density: green indicates 1.9×10−19, brown
1.9 × 10−18, and purple 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Predictions of our theoretical model as a function of the density-velocity parameter space for a) the radius of the disc and b) the amount of
accreted ISM after continuous accretion for 1 Myr. Bondi-Hoyle accretion is not taken into account.
flattens and increases. The flattening is seen in all simulations
with vISM ≥ 3 km s−1 and ρISM ≥ 1.9 × 10−18 g/cm3. As may
be expected, the disagreement is strongest at the inner and outer
edge of the disc: inward and outward viscous spreading, respec-
tively, decrease the surface density profile at each end. The ISM
that has been swept up by the disc is not distributed evenly across
the disc but accumulates preferentially at small radii. This is
most clearly visible in Fig. 7a for simulation V1N4. The ISM
originally entered the computational domain at larger radii and
migrated inwards through the disc. This accumulation of ISM
at small radii occurs in all simulations to some extent. In our
model, we assumed that when the ISM is entrained by the disc
it co-rotates instantaneously with the disc material at that radius.
However, as a result of the finite viscosity between the swept-up
ISM and rotating disc material, the ISM moves to a tighter orbit
before it achieves co-rotation. This partly explains why (1) the
contribution of ISM to the surface density profile is not evenly
distributed across the disc and (2) the contribution of ISM drops
more sharply at the edge of the disc.
Substantial flattening of the surface density profile is seen in
the two simulations with a higher density (Figs. 7b and c). The
flattening is more prominent at the highest mass flux (simulation
V30N6) and is more pronounced than predicted by our model.
The second bump in the surface density profile around 30 AU,
seen in Fig. 7c, can be attributed to ISM, which is considered
part of the disc by Hop while it actually flows around the outer
edge. This bump only accounts for 1% of the disc mass and does
not affect the conclusions reached in Sect. 4.3. In the V30N6
simulation the surface density profile is approximately a factor 2
lower than expected. However, since the surface density profile
in the simulation extends to a larger radius than expected, the
total mass in the disc is still somewhat larger than predicted.
We neglected viscous effects in our model and it is obvious
from Fig. 7 that these effects are present, both numerically and
probably also physically. The latter most likely plays a role at the
inner and outer edge of the disc in our simulations. Although the
surface density profile shows clear quantitative differences com-
pared to the predicted behaviour, the profile still qualitatively
evolves as expected. Furthermore, the global predictions of the
model, i.e. the radius of the disc and accretion rate, also quanti-
tatively follow the predicted evolution. In general, the agreement
is satisfactory, especially considering the approximate nature of
the theoretical model, on one hand, and the limitations of the
numerics, on the other.
4.5. Long-term effects of ISM accretion
In the hypothetical case in which the discs in our simulations
manage to accrete continuously on a timescale much longer than
104 yr, we can use our theoretical model of Sect. 2.4 to calcu-
late the implications for the sizes of the discs and amount of
accreted ISM. Of course, protoplanetary discs will never be em-
bedded continuously for such a long time in a flow of constant
density and velocity. However, our model only depends on the
time-integrated mass flux through the parameter τ (Eq. (15)). It
is questionable to neglect the viscous evolution of the disc on
such a long timescale, but the model gives an indication of the
effects on the long term.
The embedded phase in the evolution of young clusters is
believed to last of the order of 1−3 Myr (Lada & Lada 2003;
Portegies Zwart et al. 2010). Figures 8a and b therefore show the
disc radius and amount of accreted ISM after 1 Myr of continu-
ous accretion as a function of the ISM density and velocity. We
did not account for Bondi-Hoyle accretion in these figures. As
long as ram-pressure stripping is not important (i.e. to the left
of the line Rtrunc = 100 AU) the contours of constant radii are
lines of constant ρISMvISM because our theoretical model scales
with τ ∝ ρISMvISM; see Eq. (15). We have shown in Sect. 2.4
that in the long term the disc radius scales with τ−2/5 and the
disc mass and, thus, ∆M scale with r20τ
1/5, where r0 is a typical
initial radius inside the disc. Figure 8a confirms that the radius
decreases with increasing density and velocity. At low densities
and velocities, where ram pressure does not truncate the disc and
thus r0 is constant, ∆M increases with increasing density and ve-
locity. However, when ram pressure does truncate the disc, then
r20 ∝ R2trunc ∝ ρISM−4/7vISM−8/7 for an initial surface density pro-
file that follows a power law with n = 1.5 (Eq. (2)). Hence in
this regime ∆M ∝ ρISM−13/35vISM−33/35, i.e. the amount of ac-
creted ISM decreases with both increasing density and velocity.
The decrease depends more strongly on the velocity than on the
density, as can also be seen in Fig. 8b. For vISM <∼ 2.7 km s−1
Bondi-Hoyle accretion dominates the accretion process, so at
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Table 2. Percentage of initial disc mass that is stripped from the disc over the course of the simulation.
ρISM
vISM 1 km s−1 3 km s−1 5 km s−1 10 km s−1 20 km s−1 30 km s−1
1.9 × 10−19 g/cm3 8.0/0% 5.0/0% 5.2/0% 6.9/0% 12.1/0% 13.7/2.0%
1.9 × 10−18 g/cm3 4.4/0% 2.9/0% 4.5/0% 12.3/4.1% 27.8/29.7% 38.8/42.4%
1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3 3.7/0% 4.4/1.5% 13.1/22.0% 32.9/44.4% 55.1/62.2% 65.0/71.6%
Notes. The first number in each column is the percentage found in the simulation, the second number is the theoretical prediction. Columns denote
the velocity of the simulation and rows the density.
these velocities our model does not provide a good estimate for
the amount of ISM that can potentially be accreted. Here we only
want to single out the effects of face-on accretion.
Figure 8a illustrates that protoplanetary disc radii can be sig-
nificantly reduced if they reside in a dense gaseous environment
for a long time. Assuming the disc has a similar initial mass
but a larger radius, i.e. a lower surface density, would make the
process more severe. In the hypothetical case where accretion
continues for 10 Myr, the final disc radii are reduced by an ad-
ditional factor of about 0.4 compared to the contours shown in
Fig. 8a, and ∆M increases only by about 60% with respect to
Fig. 8b. Considering the duration and typical gas density of the
embedded phase, this implies that it is unlikely that the amount
of swept-up ISM exceeds the initial mass of the protoplanetary
disc, even if discs accrete from the ISM for several Myr. In fu-
ture work, we will apply our model in a more physically rep-
resentative environment to quantify the effects it could have in
star-forming regions.
5. Discussion
We discuss the uncertainties in the simulations and how they can
affect the validity and predictions of our theoretical model. Then
we consider the effect of the simplifying assumptions made and
we end this section with an outlook on the implications of our
model.
5.1. Interstellar medium resolution
As the SPH particles in all simulations have approximately the
same mass (see Sect. 3), the simulations at the lowest ISM den-
sity have the lowest resolution with the ISM flow consisting
of roughly 500 SPH particles in the computational domain. As
discussed in Sect. 3, this resolution still corresponds to several
thousands of particles that interact with the disc on the timescale
of the simulation. However, at this low SPH particle number the
density is not very well sampled and it is not distributed homoge-
neously over the computational domain. When the surface area
of the disc is small, the number of ISM particles interacting with
the disc are even smaller and the results are subject to increased
noise. In simulations V20N4 and V30N4, the cross section of
the disc is smallest and therefore these simulations are most sen-
sitive to low resolution. Indeed, Figs. 5b and c show that the
ratio between the simulated and theoretical accretion rate and
accreted mass decreases with increasing velocity, if the Bondi-
Hoyle regime at vISM = 1 km s−1 is not taken into account, sug-
gesting that this result may indeed depend on the size of the disc,
which is smaller for higher velocities. The clumpiness and noise
in the simulations with the lowest density suggest that the res-
olution of SPH particles may be too low to properly model the
process of face-on accretion. When the number of SPH particles
and, correspondingly the density, is increased by a factor of 10,
i.e. in simulations V20N5 and V30N5, the accretion rate does
agree with our theoretical model. In these cases the disc sur-
face area decreases by a factor of about 4, so the number of
incident SPH particles onto the disc is a factor of 2.5 higher
than at the lowest density. Furthermore, in simulation V3N5,
the mass flux and SPH particle flux is the same as in simulation
V30N4, but in the former simulation the density is better sam-
pled across the computational domain. Although the disc radii
are similar, the agreement with our analytical model is better for
V3N5 in the sense that we do not underestimate the accretion
rate in this case. We cannot rule out that this is caused by gravita-
tional focussing at the lower velocity, but since the disc radius is
only slightly smaller than the Bondi-Hoyle radius, this is only a
small effect. Therefore, the underestimate of the accretion at the
highest velocity and lowest density is likely to be at least partly
a numerical effect. Unfortunately, verification of this would re-
quire more expensive high resolution simulations in which the
necessary time steps in our code would become very small and
imply a prohibitively long runtime.
5.2. Stripping of the disc
Table 2 and Fig. 6 show that, in particular at the lowest den-
sity, material is continuously stripped from the disc by the ISM
flow. We found the same effect in Paper I, where we studied one
case, vISM = 20 km s−1 and ρISM = 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3, exten-
sively with two different SPH codes and at different resolutions.
The stripped disc material also carried angular momentum away
from the disc. We pointed out that there is a decreasing trend
with increasing resolution in our simulations, suggesting that
this mass and angular momentum loss is caused by a numerical
artefact (see Sect. 5.1 of Paper I). The simulation with the same
parameters in this work, V20N6, confirms this decreasing trend
with resolution. The resolution we used in this work is eight
times higher than the highest resolution of the simulations in Pa-
per I using the same SPH code. For model V20N6, we calculated
the mass and angular momentum loss rates, M˙strip and J˙strip, due
to continuous stripping of disc material over the same time inter-
val as in Paper I, i.e. between 1500 and 2500 yr. Both rates have
decreased by almost a factor of 2 with respect to the values in
Table 4 of Paper I. In other work, i.e. Moeckel & Throop (2009),
it was found that the mass lost from the disc could be completely
accounted for by accretion onto the star, as discussed in Paper I.
The stripping that is not predicted by our theoretical model
is worst at the lowest density, i.e. the lowest resolution of the
ISM. It is likely that at this resolution a single SPH particle has
a higher (numerical) impact on the disc than it would have if
the density was sampled by a higher number of SPH particles.
In nature, the density is not perfectly homogeneous either but
for a fair comparison with our theoretical model it should be
homogeneous in our simulations. Even though some stripping of
mass and angular momentum from the disc occurs in our simula-
tions, the evolution of the disc radius and accretion onto the disc
is consistent with our theoretical model. We therefore argue that
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our model describes the process of face-on accretion adequately
and can be used as a conservative estimate for the disc radius and
the amount of accreted ISM onto the protoplanetary disc within
the appropriate timescale (Eq. (11)).
5.3. Effects of ISM turbulence
We have assumed that the ISM flow has no angular momentum,
but in principle the ISM could also carry angular momentum in
turbulent substructures. In order to effectively add this angular
momentum to the disc, these substructures must be comparable
or larger in size than the radius of the disc. There is no reason to
assume that such turbulence in the ISM would have a preferred
orientation. If the disc encounters a region of the ISM in which
the angular momentum would add to that of the disc, then it is
equally likely to encounter a region with an adverse configura-
tion that decreases its angular momentum at a later time. For in-
dividual discs, we expect a random-walk process in which some
discs gain net angular momentum and some discs lose angular
momentum. The magnitude of this effect scales as
√
∆MISM.
However, when studying the effect on a large sample of discs
the average is zero. Therefore, although this assumption does
not apply to individual discs, our model is still applicable for a
population study of accretion discs.
5.4. Viscous evolution of the disc
The applicability of our analytical model for face-on accretion
is limited by our neglect of viscous effects. In Sect. 2.3 we es-
timated a timescale on which viscous effects become important
throughout the whole disc. This timescale is between 4 × 104
and 2 × 105 yr for the velocities and densities adopted in our
simulations. On longer timescales, viscous effects can no longer
be ignored. To assess these effects in a qualitative manner, we
can make use of Eqs. (9) and (10). As we saw in Sect. 2.4,
ISM accretion tends to flatten the surface density profile over
time, which becomes independent of the radius at very large τ.
Denoting by p the local slope of the surface density profile,
p = −∂ log Σ(r, t)/∂ log r, this means p < n for τ >∼ 1 and
p → 0 for τ  1. Taking n = 32 (as appropriate for an isother-
mal disc), we see that the viscous terms tend to shrink the disc
further (dr/dt < 0 in Eq. (9)) and increase the surface density;
the second term in Eq. (10) is positive for p < 32 . This viscous
term can be written as(
∂Σ
∂t
)
ν
≈ (2 − p)( 32 − p)
Σ0(r0)
τν(r0)
( r
r0
)−1/2
, (24)
making use of Eq. (7). Thus Σ increases faster at smaller radii
than at larger radii, i.e. the slope p of the surface density profile
tends to increase again. The viscous term thus attempts to restore
the r−3/2 profile, while continued accretion tends to flatten it. In
conclusion, the main effect of viscosity is to speed up the overall
contraction of the disc caused by ISM accretion.
However, the effect on the outer disc radius is more subtle.
When subject to ISM accretion, the enhanced overall contraction
of the disc that results from viscosity must be accompanied by
some outward spreading of the edge of the disc to ensure angu-
lar momentum conservation. This tends to increase the outer disc
radius in comparison to the inviscid case described by our ana-
lytical model. On the other hand, in the regime of high velocities
and densities, outward spreading of the disc also makes it more
vulnerable to continued ram-pressure stripping. To some extent,
these counteracting effects balance each other, such that viscous
processes probably do not strongly affect the face-on accretion
rate. Our simulations show that despite the presence of viscous
spreading at the inner and outer edge of the disc, our analytical
model can still be used as a conservative estimate for the disc
radius and accretion rate within the viscous timescale, although
perhaps not on longer timescales.
When the disc moves from a region of high to low density,
viscous spreading is expected to increase the size of the disc and,
hence, change the accretion rate. This can be incorporated in the
theoretical framework, which we provide but is beyond the scope
of this work.
5.5. Inclination
We have assumed that the disc is aligned perpendicularly to the
flow, which is the most favourable orientation for face-on accre-
tion and provides a straightforward way to test our theoretical
model. In reality we may expect initially random orientations,
so that for a typical disc the mass flux is lower and the quantita-
tive effects may be smaller than we describe in this paper. In our
analytical model (Eqs. (3) and (4)) the inclination i between the
disc axis and the flow direction can be simply accounted for by
taking the velocity component perpendicular to the disc plane,
i.e. by replacing vISM by vISM cos i. However, the inclination an-
gle angle itself may also change as a result of the flow and accre-
tion process. In a future work (Wijnen et al. 2017) we investigate
the consequences of a non-zero inclination between the disc and
flow.
5.6. Consequences for planet formation
Our model indicates that in star-forming regions with a high gas
density, the protoplanetary discs are expected to be more com-
pact and have a higher surface density when compared to star-
forming regions that are less dense. The current consensus is
that hot Jupiters, i.e. Jupiter-mass planets with orbital periods
<∼10 days, cannot have formed in situ but must have formed at
larger radii where more disc material is present and tempera-
tures are lower (e.g. Lin et al. 1996; although Batygin et al. 2016
discuss an in-situ formation scenario). On the other hand, warm
Jupiters, similar planets with orbits of 10−200 days, are thought
to fall in two categories likely reflecting migration and in-situ
formation (Huang et al. 2016). As the process of face-on accre-
tion causes disc material to migrate inwards, it may aid in getting
the material in place to form these planets in situ or aid in their
inward migration. To what extent this process plays a role in
the formation and/or migration of hot and warm Jupiters has to
be tested by incorporating our findings into detailed planet for-
mation and migration models, which also take into account the
appropriate viscous timescales at these radii.
In general, our model suggests that more compact planetary
systems may be formed in dense, (formerly) gaseous environ-
ments compared to tenuous conditions or environments. A popu-
lation study of the occurrence of hot and warm Jupiters (possibly
with the help of Gaia; Dzigan & Zucker 2014) in different envi-
ronments might provide more insight on whether the compact-
ness of a planetary system depends on its birth environment.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a theoretical framework to estimate the radii
of and accretion onto protoplanetary discs as a consequence of
their face-on movement through an ambient medium. We ne-
glected viscous effects in the disc in this work, but they can be
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incorporated into our model. We also found a prescription for
the radius to which the disc is truncated as an effect of ram pres-
sure stripping that is more restrictive than that currently used in
the literature. We tested our model by performing smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics simulations for a range of velocities (1, 3,
5, 10, 20 and 30 km s−1) and densities (1.9 × 10−19, 1.9 × 10−18
and 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3). We find a good agreement between the
simulated and theoretically predicted evolution of the disc radii
and ISM accretion after the simulations reached a steady state. In
general, our model tends to slightly underestimate the disc radii
and hence the accretion rate onto the protoplanetary discs com-
pared to the simulations. We find that the effective cross section
of the disc is smaller than the actual surface area because part of
the ISM is deflected around the outer edge of the disc. This con-
firms the findings of previous work, for example Ouellette et al.
(2007) and Wijnen et al. (2016). As our theoretical model tends
to underestimate the radius of the disc compared to the simula-
tions, the predicted radius provides a better estimate for the ef-
fective cross section of the disc and hence for the accretion rate.
Our theoretical framework can therefore be used as a conserva-
tive estimate for these quantities. The differences that we find
between our model and the simulations arise in part from the
simplicity of our theoretical model, but they can also be partly
ascribed to numerical effects in the simulations.
In our simulations, the disc loses mass due to continuous
stripping by the ISM flow. This mass loss is not taken into ac-
count in our theoretical model and we cannot determine if, and
to what extent, this stripping is numerical or physical. We found
in previous work (Wijnen et al. 2016) that the stripping rate de-
creases with increasing resolution and this trend is confirmed in
this work. Other works, for example Moeckel & Throop (2009),
do not find any significant stripping of the disc. The stripping
does not appear to have a significant influence on the evolution
of the disc radii and ISM accretion as described by our model
and as seen in the simulations.
Our theoretical model also correctly captures the main fea-
tures of the evolution of the surface density profile in the sim-
ulations, but there are quantitative differences. These are partly
caused by the surface density profile in our model having a sharp
cut-off at the inner and outer edge of the disc, while this is not
the case in the simulations and in reality. In addition, the (nu-
merical) viscous processes in the disc also play a role in the re-
distribution of material in the disc, which we have not taken into
account in the comparison with our theoretical model. Nonethe-
less, our model describes the evolution of the radius and accre-
tion rate well on a timescale of 104 yr, which is the duration of
the simulations.
Our model predicts that the radii of protoplanetary discs can
be severely reduced in a dense gaseous environment. The impact
of ram pressure stripping is most severe for velocities >10 km s−1
and densities >∼10−18 g/cm3, which may be expected in massive
star-forming regions and around winds from supergiants and in-
teracting binaries; even higher relative velocities can be expected
in interactions with supernova ejecta or winds from massive
stars. The continuous accretion of ISM at lower velocities and
densities can also substantially decrease the radii of protoplane-
tary discs. For a typical velocity of 3 km s−1 and density of 2 ×
10−19 g/cm3 in the core of a star-forming region (see Sects. 3.1
and 3.2) the radius is halved, from 100 to 50 AU, and the disc
has accreted 25% of its initial mass after 1 Myr. Both processes
are relatively insensitive to the timescale τ as the radius scales
as τ−2/5 and the amount of accreted material as τ1/5. Owing to
this accretion process, the discs become more compact, as ma-
terial migrates to smaller radii, potentially making it more likely
to form (massive) planets close to the star. Hence our model sug-
gests that planetary systems can be more compact in (formerly)
dense star-forming regions than in more tenuous regions and that
the occurrence of hot Jupiters may depend on the birth environ-
ment of their host stars.
Future studies should provide more insight into the condi-
tions at which different disc truncation processes are relevant.
For example, it may be expected that at high stellar densities
the effect of close encounters outweighs the high relative ve-
locity, which is necessary for ram pressure stripping and con-
traction to be effective. Likewise, photo-evaporation may only
become important at later stages of embedded star-forming re-
gions, when the ambient gas density is low and protoplanetary
discs still have radii that are sufficiently large to be affected by
photo-evaporation.
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Appendix A: Equations for disc evolution
A.1. Derivation
We derive the equations governing accretion disc evolution, fol-
lowing Chap. 5.2 of Frank et al. (2002, hereafter FKR02). We
modify the equations to allow for accretion of gas from the ISM,
with density ρISM and velocity vISM, perpendicular to the plane
of the disc. The surface density of the disc at time t and radius r
is Σ(r, t). Conservation of mass gives
r
∂Σ
∂t
= ρISMvISM r − ∂
∂r
(rΣvr) (A.1)
(compare to Eq. (5.3) of FKR02). Here vr ≡ dr/dt is the radial
velocity of matter within the disc, i.e. the Lagrangian derivative
of the radius. The partial derivatives are taken at constant r and t.
Because the ISM gas carries no angular momentum, the angular-
momentum conservation equation remains as given by Eq. (5.4)
of FKR02,
r
∂
∂t
(Σ j) +
∂
∂r
(rΣvr j) =
1
2pi
∂G
∂r
, (A.2)
where j(r) = r2Ω(r) is the specific angular momentum of the
disc material at radius r and Ω(r) is the angular velocity. The
function G(r, t) describes the viscous torques operating within
the disc. Combining both equations above, together with the as-
sumption that ∂ j(r)/∂t = 0, gives
j ρISMvISM r + rΣvr
∂ j
∂r
=
1
2pi
∂G
∂r
, (A.3)
which is the equivalent of Eq. (5.6) of FKR02. This can be
rewritten as an explicit expression for rΣvr and substituted into
Eq. (A.1) to give
∂Σ
∂t
= ρISMvISM − 1r
∂
∂r
[
1
2pi ∂ j/∂r
∂G
∂r
− ρISMvISM r j
∂ j/∂r
]
· (A.4)
For a Keplerian disc, where the mass M of the central object is
much higher than the disc mass Mdisc, we have j(r) =
√
GMr
and ∂ j/∂r =
√
GMr/2r. In this case the second term in the
square brackets yields a contribution 4ρISMvISM, and we obtain
∂Σ
∂t
= 5ρISMvISM − 1r
∂
∂r
[
r1/2
pi
√
GM
∂G
∂r
]
· (A.5)
Using the relation for G(r, t) given by Eq. (5.5) of FKR02, i.e.
G(r, t) = 2pir νΣ r2
∂Ω
∂r
, (A.6)
we obtain a differential equation involving the viscosity ν,
∂Σ
∂t
= 5ρISMvISM +
3
r
∂
∂r
[
r1/2
∂
∂r
(r1/2νΣ)
]
. (A.7)
Finally we get an expression for the radial drift velocity vr from
Eq. (A.3),
vr = −2ρISMvISM r
Σ
− 3
r1/2Σ
∂
∂r
(r1/2νΣ). (A.8)
Equations (A.7) and (A.8) are equivalent to Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9)
in FKR02, with the addition of an ISM accretion term involving
ρISMvISM in each equation.
A.2. Viscous effects
Although viscous effects can be neglected at least in the outer
parts of the disc and at early times, this is no longer justified
over very long timescales. To assess the importance of disc vis-
cosity as a function of time, we compare the viscous and accre-
tion timescales near the outer edge of the disc, where the effect
of ISM accretion dominates over viscous effects for the longest
time (Sect. 2.3). Let us assume that the disc manages to remain
isothermal at constant temperature (i.e. the disc is always able to
radiate efficiently), so that c2s is a constant, and for simplicity we
assume that ρISMvISM is constant. Applying Eqs. (7) and (8) from
Sect. 2.3 for r = Rout and taking r0 = Rout,0 we obtain
τν(Rout) =
√
GMr0
3αc2s
y1/2out ≈ τν(r0) · τ−1/5 for τ  1, (A.9)
τm˙(Rout) =
Σ0(r0)
5ρISMvISM
(y−nout + τ) ≈ τm˙(r0) · τ for τ  1, (A.10)
Where τ is defined by Eq. (15). For a constant mass flux, τ =
t/τm˙(r0). We suppose τν(r0) > τm˙(r0), i.e. the outermost parts of
the disc are initially accretion dominated. This remains the case
as long as
τ <∼
[
τν(r0)
τm˙(r0)
]5/6
, or t <∼ τν(r0)5/6τm˙(r0)1/6. (A.11)
On longer timescales, viscous effects are important over the en-
tire disc.
A.3. Gravitational instability
Gaseous discs that are differentially rotating can become gravi-
tationally unstable if the Toomre parameter Q (Toomre 1964) is
less than unity at the outer edge of the disc,
Q =
csΩ
piGΣ
· (A.12)
As the surface density profile of the disc increases because of
accretion and contraction, the disc in our model could in the-
ory become unstable against gravitational instabilities. We can
solve Eq. (A.12), assuming Q = 1, to derive an expression for
the critical surface density profile. We can then equate this ex-
pression to Eq. (14) to determine on what timescale gravitational
instabilities become important. This timescale is proportional to,
among other parameters that do not vary between our simula-
tions, (ρISMvISM)−1, and is therefore the shortest for the highest
mass flux. For our simulations, that is when vISM = 30 km s−1
and ρISM = 1.9 × 10−17 g/cm3, which corresponds to a timescale
of 2 × 104 yr at 20 AU, i.e. roughly the disc radius at that time.
This is of the same order as τν, dom of 4 × 104 yr in that case
(see Sect. 2.3). However, typically this timescale is higher than
τν, dom, for example for the case shown in Fig. 1 it is 2× 106 yr at
90 AU compared to τν, dom of 1.7 × 105 yr. We conclude that the
disc does not become gravitational unstable within the timescale
that our model can be used to describe the evolution of the disc.
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